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If we are honest we all have perhaps a type of UFO case that
we prefer to read about. For me it is the ‘classic’ cases of close
encounters from the 1970’s. A time before I began my own
involvement in UFO research and investigation.
It was a therefore a nice surprise to see such an encounter case
covered in-depth in this new book in English for the very first time.
THE ZANFRETTA CASE by Rino Di Stefano has been published
in Italian before and it is indeed one the classic encounter cases
not just from Italy, but from the whole of Europe.
It was December 1978 when security guard Pier Zanfretta had his
close encounter in the hills of Genoa, Italy. Here there were no little
grey aliens involved but a large humanoid around 3 meters tall.
There is a huge amount more to this story as one might imagine
as the author calls it “The most documented Alien Abduction in
the world”.
The book itself is packed with all the details of a quite remarkable
close encounter case. It is backed up with photographs,
illustrations, transcripts of hypnotic regression sessions and a
whole lot more. No stone if left unturned in this book I can assure
you and everything is in there for you as the reader to make up
your own mind.
For me this book is an absolute gem and I can only hope we
see more from this and other authors detailing such encounter
cases. This book is a welcome addition to my UFO library and if
you don’t read any other UFO book this year I would recommend
you read this one.
THE ZANFRETTA CASE takes a fascinating look at a classic UFO
close encounter case. Provides all the details, all the documentary
evidence and is an invaluable addition to the UFO literature.
In 2015 I hope to set up my own small book publishing company
and when I do this is the type of book I want to publish. I cannot
pay the author any bigger compliment than that.
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